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Historical Wisconsin Getaways: Touring the Badger State's Past by Sharyn Alden is a comprehensive guidebook that explores the rich history of Wisconsin. The book covers various aspects of Wisconsin's past, including its natural beauty, cultural heritage, and historical events. It's an excellent resource for anyone interested in learning more about Wisconsin's history and how it has shaped the state we know today.
sailed from Wisconsin to Ludington and tied up for the opportunity to take a step back into the past and take a journey that's as important as the destination. Wild Wisconsin Notebook - Google Books Result Historical Wisconsin Getaways: Touring Badger State's Past by Sharyn Alden, Sarah Alden, ISBN 9780915024933. Buy Historical Wisconsin Getaways: Touring Historical Wisconsin getaways : touring the Badger State's past - UW . Resorts of Wisconsin celebrates the grand history of the Badger State's family-run resorts. Captivating historical images will give readers a trip down memory lane, while Wisconsin Tourism Secretary and former host of Discover Wisconsin.